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On the Genre:

Drum and Bass is a style of Electronic Dance Music that originated in London nightclubs
in the late 1980s and early 1990s as "Jungle Funk." The de ning characteristics of DnB are its
extreme speed (between 160 and 180 beats per minute), a strong backbeat (as shown below),
emphasized basslines, and analog synthesizers. As with all EDM, DnB is always in common
time with accents on beats 2 and 4; however, the nature of the overly-compressed backbeat
creates a perceived emphasis on beat 1 as well. 

As Drum 'n' Bass gained popularity and spread from London to the entire UK and
eventually to the US by way of New York, the genre took on many forms in the years it was
popular in clubs, including Darkstep, Neurofunk, and Liquid DnB, each with subtle variations
on synthesis techniques, melodic content, and harmonic movement. Gradually, these small
changes in DnB techniques lead to a completely different, halftime beat with fewer analog
synthesis techniques, creating Dubstep; today, Dubstep is the dominant genre of EDM, and
Drum and Bass music is rarely played in clubs. However, composers have realized through the
last decade that Drum ‘n’ Bass has the unique ability to be both rhythmically compelling and
emotionally meaningful. 

Due to the repetitive drum beat, DnB music can be used to ll space almost in nitely
without becoming stale. By infusing simple harmonic motion or emotional progressions with
this in nitely loop-able beat, many composers have used the genre to create music that is
ambient but fast, a combination that at rst seems counter-intuitive. This unique combination
has become especially popular in video game scores, where atmosphere and loop-ability are
especially important. 

Instrumentation: 

Violin 1

Violin 2

Viola

Violoncello

Double Bass

Electronics Track



On Dragon's Ballad:

           As classically trained musicians, my peers and I often criticize popular musical styles for
being overly simplistic. Many styles, including every form of EDM, utilize only simple harmony
and repetitive rhythm, which makes them an easy target for criticism. But, what my peers and
I often do not discuss is the success of these simple forms and how much hard work and talent
it takes to create something like an EDM track; and what we often do not realize is that it
takes only the simplest of ideas to create moving and emotional music. 

          I wanted to create a track that fused both the traditional and new-age Drum ‘n’ Bass
styles (speci cally Jungle and Liquid styles) with orchestral scoring, a combination that worked
well due to the similarity of string instruments to analog pad synthesizers. It is likely that
none of the musicians who play this piece will play another like it, but I hope they nd the
experience of playing it as educational as my experience writing it. The title, Dragon’s Ballad
(following the acronym of the genre), is meant to loosely suggest the image of a majestic
behemoth soaring through the sky at breakneck speeds; beyond that, it is meant to quite
simply inspire movement in the minds of all those who listen.

On the Performance Style and Electronics Track:

Rather than playing complicated rhythms, the challenge of this piece is performing
alongside the series of rhythms in the electronic track, and interpreting those rhythms to
inform the lyrical passages. The background track may be operated from any device, and the
operator needs only press play at the beginning of the piece. For rehearsal purposes, timecode
corresponding with the electronics track is provided at every rehearsal number in the score
and all parts. The full score also includes a staff labeled “synths,” which is simply a
representation of events happening in the electronic track for the conductor’s reference. The
two major sections of the piece (measures 22-70 and 86-134) represent jungle funk and liquid
DnB respectively, and are of parallel lengths with a brief transition between them. The jungle
section indicates alla chitarra in the violins and violas; this technique is executed by turning
the instrument sideways and strumming it as though it were a guitar. Should the performers
have trouble swtching to and from arco, instruct half of each section to stop playing alla
chitarra early in order to make the change, with the other half joining in once they can.
Beginning in measure 151, players in each section should gradually drop out until only one
player per section remains. 


